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!
WELCOME!
The University of the Free State, the Faculty of the Humanities and the Department of English are
delighted to welcome you to the 2015 Institute of the Association for Cultural Studies! Our faculty
and participants comprise a very diverse group of scholars from around the globe, ranging from
South Africa, Zimbabwe, Namibia, Nigeria and Liberia to the USA, Hong Kong, Canada, Uruguay,
the UK, Poland, Belgium, Austria and France. !

!

Since 2012, the Department of English at the University of the Free State has been engaged in an
extensive process of curricular review aimed at better facilitating student and faculty research in
Cultural Studies. The department’s research and teaching activities reflect a range of concerns aimed
at fostering forms of critical social engagement and exploring linkages between culture, power and
everyday life. Our revised curriculum places special emphasis on developing the critical, visual,
cross-cultural, transnational and digital literacies of our students. Research and teaching projects
currently undertaken by staff and students include studies of the processes and cultural practices
involved in the formation of group identities; computer mediated communication; political emotion,
protest cultures and the management of public feeling; cross-cultural adoption; consumer cultures;
the relationship between critical animal studies and African Cultural Studies; trans-hemispheric
literacies; contemporary modes of citizenship education for global youth; the cultural organisation of
(South) African urban space; African science fiction and Afro-futurisms; and the postcolonial
trafficking in images of children (to name just a few). !
We have, in recent years, been hosting a lively Speaker Series that includes cultural theorists from
around the globe. In collaboration with the Department of English and Cultural Studies at McMaster
University, Hamilton, Canada, the Department of English also co-organised the 2014 John Douglas
Taylor Conference on “Contemporary Orientations in African Cultural Studies” at McMaster
University. Publication projects to emerge from this conference include planned Special Issues of the
journals Critical Arts and Safundi: The Journal of South African and American Studies.!

!

We are thrilled to be able to able to host the 2015 Institute in the name of the Association for Cultural
Studies. “Precarious Futures” will help us think more expansively about the specific contributions
Cultural Studies can make towards understanding and altering a world in the grip of the unique set
of life-altering pressures that marks the current age of the Anthropocene. !

!

We look forward to engaging with you during what is sure to be a memorable and intellectually
generative week!!

!

Sincerely,!
Helene Strauss!
Local Institute Director
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!
INTRODUCTION!
The 2015 ACS Institute will be a forum for critical discussions of important perspectives on cultural
studies today. Our theme is intended to bring together scholars from across the globe to discuss how
cultural studies might help to chart less precarious and more equitable futures. As a field that has,
since its inception, been centrally concerned with the relationship between culture and power,
cultural studies can offer unique perspectives on precariousness as not only an endemic experience of
contemporary life, but as a state increasingly anticipated for human and non-human planetary
futures. This Institute will provide a sustained opportunity for critical reflection on the cultural,
economic and political trajectories that point to, or might alter, such futures. !
As the first ACS Institute held on African soil, this event aims to highlight some of the specific
contributions that scholars from Africa and other (post)colonial contexts have made to the field of
Cultural Studies, even as it engages many of the long-standing theoretical concerns generated for the
field by scholars from the Global North. !
The Institute will provide an intense and rewarding pedagogical experience for postgraduate
students and postdoctoral researchers who will have the opportunity to spend the week learning
from lectures and seminars delivered by five keynote speakers and a faculty staff of leading cultural
studies scholars from around the world. !
Following on the great successes of the previous ACS Institutes — 2011 at the University of Ghent
(Belgium) and 2013 at the Alpen-Adria University Klagenfurt (Austria) — the 2015 edition of the
Institute will bring together people from a wide range of disciplines to explore what it means to
conduct Cultural Studies. !
The Association for Cultural Studies is the premiere international association for Cultural Studies
and has been hosting the biennial Crossroads in Cultural Studies Conference since 2006. !
Gil Rodman
Chair of the Association for Cultural Studies!
Helene Strauss
Local Institute Director!

!
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!
LOCATION: THE UNIVERSITY OF THE FREE STATE!
!
Since its inception just over a century ago, the University of the Free State has witnessed an
extraordinary growth in capacity and expertise. Originally the Grey University College, with 29
students and ten educators, the UFS now directs activities across three campuses and fifty satellite
institutions, boasting well over 30 000 students—served by over 4000 dedicated support staff and
faculty. Students and faculty engage in intellectual pursuits across seven faculties that comprise: the
Humanities, Education, Law, Theology, Health Sciences, Economic and Management Sciences, as
well as Natural and Agricultural Sciences. The constellation of departments and units under this
direction offers a wide array of undergraduate courses, in addition to innovative postgraduate
programmes steeped in rigorous research. The university’s teaching and research activities attract
students from across the country, the Southern African region, as well as over fifty nations around the
world, fostering intellectual exchange through well-established international relations.!

!

As the only residential university in central South Africa, the UFS has undertaken the task of
facilitating the acquisition, exchange and production of new knowledge, geared towards serious
engagement with the needs of a diverse and democratic community, including the urgent pursuits of
equity, social justice, and reconciliation. To advance its vision, the UFS stimulates high-quality
research, maintaining a position among the top South African universities, and founding close ties
with several universities in Europe and Africa.!

!

The Faculty of the Humanities reflects a sustained commitment to plotting the contours and
implications of evolving relations between language, culture, power and social transformation
through cross-disciplinary research among the various departments it hosts. One of its primary
research strands examines the challenges involved in the transition to tertiary education, focusing on
the psychological, sociological and structural factors that impact this dramatic shift in students’ lives.
Included within this enterprise, are various projects aimed at inculcating critical thinking and
participation in the promotion of active citizenship and productive intellectual cultures.!

!

The event is hosted by the Department of English at the UFS, in collaboration with colleagues from
the Departments of Sociology; Fine Arts and Visual Culture Studies; Anthropology; and the Institute
for Social Justice and Reconciliation.!

!
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!
SCHEDULE!
Venue: New Education Building (NEB)!

!

Day 1: Monday, December 7, 2015
Time

Room

8:00 – 10:30 Registrations: Foyer of the New Education Building (NEB)
10:30 –
11:00

Official Opening and Welcome!
Helene Strauss (Chair, Department of English)!
Lucius Botes (Dean, Faculty of the Humanities)!
Jonathan Jansen (Vice-Chancellor and Rector, UFS)!
Gil Rodman (Chair of the Association for Cultural Studies)

11:00 –
12:30

Keynote: Jean Comaroff, Harvard University !
“Divine Detection: Crime and the Metaphysics of Disorder"

12:30 –
13:30

Lunch: Foyer of the New Education Building (NEB)

13:30 –
15:30

Seminars:!
Gil Rodman, “Why Cultural Studies?”!

!

Jonathan Jansen, “Complex Intimacies: race, romance !
and reprisal inside university residences”!

!

Keyan Tomaselli, “Theoretical Hoaxes and Article Stings:!
Cultural Studies Precarious Futures”
15:30–
16:00

Coffee Break

16:00 –
18:00

Seminars:!
Susan Spearey, “Addressing Precarity”!

!

EDU OUD
EDU OUD

!
EDU 12!
!
EDU 13!
!
!
EDU 15

!

!
EDU 12!
!
EDU 13!
!
!

Handel Kashope Wright, “Identity Matters”

EDU 15

!

Kris Rutten, “The Ethnographic Turn (Revisited):!
Practice-led Artistic Research for Precarious Futures”!

19:00 –
21:00

!
!
!
!

Opening Reception and Dinner:!
Foyer of the New Education Building (NEB)
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!
Day 2: Tuesday, December 8, 2015!
Time

Room

8:30: –
10:00

Keynote: Jo Littler, City University London!
“Beyond Meritocracy”

10:00 –
10:30

Coffee
Break

10:30 –
12:30

Seminars:!
Susie O’Brien, “What Do We (Not) Talk About When!
We Talk About Climate Change?”!
!
Shirley-Anne Tate, “Black Women Faculty in Predominantly!
White Universities”!

!

Kris Rutten, “The Ethnographic Turn (Revisited): !
Practice-led Artistic Research for Precarious Futures”
12:30 –
13:30

Lunch: Foyer of the New Education Building (NEB)

13:30 –
15:30

Seminars:!
Rainer Winter, “The Critical Qualitative Inquiry!
of Cultural Studies”!

!
Mary O’Connor, “Precarious Futures in the Archive”!
!
Matt Jordan, “Populism in the Age of Precarity: On the !
Necessity and Fragility of Shared Purpose”
16: 00 –
21:00

!
!

!

EDU OUD

!
EDU 12!
!
!
EDU 13!
!
!
EDU 15

!
EDU 12!
!
!
EDU 13!
!
!
EDU 15

Social Event: Campus Sculpture Walk, followed by dinner and !
Evening at Oliewenhuis Art Museum

Day 3: Wednesday, December 9, 2015
Time

Room

8:30: –
10:00

Keynote: Zethu Matebeni, University of Cape Town!
“67 Minutes of Shame: Mandela’s queers and the quest!
for freedom”

10:00 –
10:30

Coffee
Break
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Time
10:30 –
12:30

Room

!
EDU 12!
!
EDU 13!
!
!

Seminars:!
Pumla Dineo Gqola, “The ‘Problem of Gender’ Post-Apartheid”!

!

Nadine Attewell, “Caring States: Governance, Embodiment,!
and the Work of Care (I)”!

!

EDU 15

Shirley-Anne Tate, “Black-White Mixed Race Women’s Bodies!
and the Nation”
12:30 –
13:30

Lunch: Foyer of the New Education Building (NEB)

13:30 –
15:30

Guided Discussion of Participant Research Projects

15:30 –
16:00

Coffee
Break

16: 00 –
18:00

Guided Discussion of Participant Research Projects

19:00 –
21:00

Social Event: Dinner and Drinks at No. 16 Stoep and Beer Garden

!
!

Day 4: Thursday, December 10, 2015!
Time

Room

8:30–
10:00

Keynote: John Erni, Hong Kong Baptist University!
“Cultural Studies With or Without Human Rights”

10:00–
10:30

Coffee
Break

10:30–
12:30

Seminars:!
Susie O’Brien, “The Future We Want? The Uses and Dangers!
of Resilience Stories”!

!

!
EDU 12!
!
!
EDU 13!
!
!

Keyan Tomaselli, “Re-Africanizing Cultural Studies”

EDU 15

!

Jean Comaroff, “Brave Noir World: Crime and the Late Modern!
Imaginary, in South Africa and Beyond”!

12:30–
13:30

EDU OUD

Lunch: Foyer of the New Education Building (NEB)
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Time
13:30–
15:30

Room

!

!
EDU 12!
!
!
EDU 13!
!
!

Pumla Dineo Gqola, “From #Rhodesmustfall to #Feesmustfall”

EDU 15

Seminars:!
Matt Jordan, “Preserving the Precarious Soundscape: The !
Paradox of Sonic Mediation and Noise Cancellation”!

!

Rainer Winter, “The Critical Qualitative Inquiry of !
Cultural Studies”!

15:30–
16:00

Coffee
Break

16: 00–
18:00

Seminars:!
Nadine Attewell, “Caring States: Governance, Embodiment,!
and the Work of Care (II)”!

19:00–
21:00

!
Mary O’Connor, “Precarious Everyday Life”!
!

!
EDU 12!
!
!
EDU 13!
!

Fan Yang, “China and/in Globalization"

EDU 15

Social Event: Film Screening: Miners Shot Down. Dir. Rehad Desai.!
Followed by a discussion with someone from the film-making !
team. Refreshments served in the foyer preceding the screening.!
Venue: Albert Wessels Auditorium

!
!
!

!
!
Day 5: Friday, December 11, 2015
Time

Room

!

8:30: –
10:00

Keynote: Handel Kashope Wright, University of British Columbia!
“What Has African Cultural Studies Done For You Lately?”
EDU OUD

10:00 –
10:30

Coffee
Break

10:30 –
12:30

Seminars:!
Susan Spearey, “Re-imagining Precarity”!

!

!
EDU 12!
!
EDU 13!
!
!

John Erni,“Is there a Cultural Studies of Law & Rights?”

EDU 15

!

Zethu Matebeni, “Yek’aban’iPride: To Whom!
Does Pride Belong?”!

12:30 –
13:30

Lunch: Foyer of the New Education Building (NEB)
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Time
13:30 –
15:30

Room
Seminars:!
Fan Yang, “China and/in Globalization”!

!
Gil Rodman, “The (In)Stability of Race”!
!

Jo Littler, “Gender, Race, Class & the Meritocratic Deficit”
15:30 –
16:00

Coffee
Break

16: 00 –
17:00

Closing Roundtable

19:00 –
21:00

Farewell Dinner and Party!
Venue: Centenary Complex

!
!

Day 6: Saturday, December 12, 2015

!
EDU 12!
!
EDU 13!
!
EDU 15

EDU OUD

!

Time
9:00-21:00

!
!

Day Trip
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!

KEYNOTE ABSTRACTS!

!

Jean Comaroff!
Harvard University!
Divine Detection: Crime and the Metaphysics of Disorder
Walter Benjamin famously insisted that modern police wielded a “ghostly,” all-pervasive violence,
called upon at points where the state was unable to govern by legal means. Yet many African
postcolonies are haunted by a different specter: the waning efficacy of enforcement, the ambiguity of
authority, and the fear that the state in the immediate future will be incapable of knowing itself or
recognizing its subjects. This paper examines the problematic relation of law, detection, and
sovereignty in contemporary African polities, especially in post-apartheid South Africa. It focuses on
the “metaphysics of disorder” that is palpable in popular culture here, and on the kinds of forensic
fantasies it conjures in its wake.!

!
!

Jo Littler!
City University London!
Beyond Meritocracy
Meritocracy today entails the idea that whatever your social position at birth, society ought to offer
enough opportunity and mobility for “talent” to combine with “effort” in order to “rise to the top.”
This idea is one of the prevalent social and cultural tropes of our time, as palpable in the speeches of
politicians as in popular culture. Yet it is not merely a coincidence that a pronounced lack of social
mobility and the continual importance of inherited wealth co-exist with the common idea that we
live in a meritocratic age. On the contrary: meritocracy has become a key ideological means through
which plutocracy—or government by a wealthy elite—perpetuates itself within neoliberal culture.
Beginning by outlining some of the historical and geographical genealogies of this cultural trope, and
considering how it has come to achieve dominance, the main work of this talk is to ask how we
might break this ideological frame and move beyond it into a more equitable settlement. Shaken by
the global financial crisis, ideological splinters and cracks in the neoliberal ideology of contemporary
meritocracy are apparent; its reassuring certainties are more widely perceived as troubled, if not
dismantled.!
!
There are three constituencies of people who are for one reason or another opting out of the
meritocratic race. First, for some sections of the “superelite,”and particularly those involved in the
financial industries, meritocracy is simply an irrelevant discourse with which they have no need to be
concerned. Similarly, although in very different, and frequently culturally maligned fashion, the
meritocratic discourse of “effort mobilising talent” can be rejected by those living in poverty who
don’t see any persuasive evidence for meritocracy. A third constituency consists of those who are
actively rejecting the individualistic, competitive foundations of the meritocratic myth by
participating in co-operative, mutual and commons-oriented activities instead. Considering
examples from all three groups, this paper asks what possibilities do, and might exist, for the latter
two groups to connect together to combat precarious inequality.!
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Zethu Matebeni!
The University of Cape Town!

Towards a Queer African Academy: provocations and necessary
contestations!
The title of this work in progress is itself necessarily provoking—starting at the point of queerness for
the South African academy is highly ambitious. However, if we are to imagine a decolonized
university, the African academy would necessarily have to be queered. This is a jump, so let's return
to the beginning—what I call a necessary disruption...!

!

John Nguyet Erni!
Hong Kong Baptist University!
Cultural Studies With or Without Human Rights!
In the persistent (re)turn to questions of representational, identity-based, and political economic
justice today, how will Cultural Studies make space for human rights as a global legal and
humanitarian practice? Of late, the new and unremitting atrocities linked to state, inter-state, and
private violence have precipitated new social movements that act in concert with international
human rights law. To these movements, Cultural Studies has had little dialogic or institutional
connections. In this lecture, I shall consider the conjuncture between critical cultural humanism and
rights, or between culture and law, with a specific reference to refugee rights. The locution “with or
without” in the title is employed to signal a dialectical and contingent, rather than cynical, relation
between Cultural Studies and rights discourse and politics.!

!

Handel Kashope Wright!
University of British Columbia!
What Has African Cultural Studies Done For You Lately? !
This paper takes up African cultural studies as a floating signifier and utilizes autobiography (Hall)
to navigate some of its multiple, shifting, historical, spatial, theoretical and practical meanings. The
current willfully ignorant (Felman) image text of African cultural studies is one of a derivative yet
hermetically sealed singular discourse, limited to a few continental locations, which fitfully emerges
in international fora as a tolerable, ineffectual curiosity. Eschewing this reading, the paper invites the
reconceptualization of African cultural studies as multiplying and varying discursive trajectories
which operate within but also reach well beyond “where salt water licks the shores of the
continent” (Asante) and which variously draw on and/or challenge received Anglocentric cultural
studies history and theory which is often passed off as global cultural studies. Thus
reconceptualized, the politics of difference, for example, requires a shift from African blackness as
fixed and foundational—historical raw material for complex contemporary diasporic blackness
(Wright, forthcoming) to a consideration of African queer politics, multiraciality, and intersectional
identity, hybrid cultural formations, outernational identifications and ironic xenophobic nationalism.
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Such a re-reading of African cultural studies, the paper concludes, has potentially significant
implications for exploring cultural issues in Africa and its diasporas and for the evolution of both
African cultural studies (Tomaselli & Wright) and global, transnational cultural studies.!

!

References:!
Felman, S. “Psychoanalysis and Education: Teaching Terminable and Interminable.” Yale French
Studies, 63, 1982. 21–44.!
Hall, S. “Cultural Studies and its Theoretical Legacies.” In Lawrence Grossberg et al (Eds.) Cultural
Studies. London: Routledge, 1992.!
Tomaselli, K.G. & Wright, H.K. (Eds.) Africa, Cultural Studies and Difference. London and New York:
Routledge, 2011.!
Wright, H.K. “Stuart Hall’s Relevance for the Study of African Blackness.” International Journal of
Cultural Studies (forthcoming, 2016).!

!
!
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SEMINAR ABSTRACTS!

!

Nadine Attewell!
McMaster University!
Caring States: Governance, Embodiment, and the Work of Care (I)!
As precariousness proliferates and is generalised as a condition of life, projects of care would seem to
take on importance as sites and even modalities of critique, resistance, transformation, and change at
multiple scales. At the same time, care(ing)’s history as a gendered and racialized form of labour, a
criterion of belonging, a tool of governance, and a key affordance of post-Second World War welfare
state capitalism, reminds us that projects of care have entrenched as much as they have interrupted
the uneven distribution of power, capital, and other goods along a variety of embodied and
geographically differentiated lines. In this, the first of two seminars on care(ing) as a practice and
politics, we will draw on the work of feminist, queer, postcolonial, Indigenous, Marxist, and
disability studies scholars, and reflect on the provocations of cultural texts such as Kazuo Ishiguro’s
2005 novel Never Let Me Go (adapted for the screen by Mark Romanek in 2010), as we think about the
ways in which care has been practiced, represented, institutionalised, and experienced by different
kinds of subjects and collectivities at particular historical junctures. What risks attend the turn to
care(ing) as not just a response to precarity, but a means of achieving more equitable futures?!

!

References:!
Ishiguro, Kazuo. Never Let Me Go. Toronto: Knopf, 2005.!
Romanek, Mark (dir). Never Let Me Go. 2010. DVD, Fox Searchlight, 2011.!

!

Nadine Attewell!
McMaster University!
Caring States: Governance, Embodiment, and the Work of Care (II)!
The Oxford English Dictionary defines “precariousness” as that state of vulnerability, risk, insecurity,
or instability that accompanies a position of dependency: something is precarious when it is “held or
enjoyed by the favour of and at the pleasure of another person.” To counter the proliferation and
generalisation of precariousness, then, might seem to require that we eschew vulnerability and the
experience of dependency. And yet, thinkers like Judith Butler have recently urged us to reimagine
community on the basis, precisely, “of vulnerability and loss,” reminding us that “each of us is
constituted politically in part by virtue of the social vulnerability of our bodies—as a site of desire
and physical vulnerability” (20). In this, the second of two seminars on care(ing) as a practice and
politics, we will draw on the work of feminist, queer, postcolonial, Indigenous, Marxist, and
disability studies scholars, and reflect on the provocations of cultural texts such as Leanne
Betasamosake Simpson’s 2013 short story collection Islands of Decolonial Love, to ask, following
Lauren Berlant, how we might “reinvent work and care” so as to “change the affective resonance
around dependency” in pursuit of more liveable futures (qtd. in McCabe). Even if everyone is
precarious, precarity is not evenly distributed. Given the histories that condition our relationship to,
and experience of, dependency, including to whom or what we feel especially vulnerable in our
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dependencies, can the labour of care(ing) be imagined as a responsiveness to precarity in ways that
do not re-entrench the very inequities we would want it to remedy? How do we “struggle on this
terrain without destroying” either the people who care or those they care for?” (Federici).!

!

References:!
Butler, Judith. Precarious Life: The Powers of Mourning and Violence. London: Verso, 2004.!
Federici, Silvia. “Precarious Labor: A Feminist Viewpoint.” In the Middle of a Whirlwind. Journal of
Aesthetics and Protest, 2008: 1-9. Web. Accessed March 6, 2015.!
McCabe, Earl. “Depressive Realism: An Interview with Lauren Berlant,” Hypocrite Reader. 5 June 2011.
Web. Accessed March 6, 2015.!
Simpson, Leanne Betasamosake. Islands of Decolonial Love. Winnipeg: ARP, 2013.!

!

Jean Comaroff!
Harvard University!
Brave Noir World: Crime and the Late Modern Imaginary, in South
Africa and Beyond!
To the degree that the rule of law is the founding tenet of liberal modernity, the drama of crime and
policing has always been central to modernist myth-making. But what, if anything, is distinctive
about late modern crime-as-culture, and how might this be related to recent techtonic shifts in
relations among state, capital, and governance in our time? This seminar argues that a significant
sector of crime fiction—in writing and in film—has undergone changes in form and function that
enable it to engage in much more ironic, open-ended, even surreal explorations of late modern urges
and discontents. So much so, that some of the most profound explorations of economy-and-society,
space-and-time, and social being is now finding voice in forensic fantasy. This is perhaps especially
true on experimental frontiers of cultural production, like those found in postcolonial contexts: in
South Africa, for example, where crime fiction has become a national allegory, and where other,
“highjacked” genres are taking shape—like the quirky films I call Jozi Noir.!

!

John Nguyet Erni!
Hong Kong Baptist University!
Is There a Cultural Studies of Law and Rights?!
Following from my keynote lecture, I would like to discuss with the participants how they might see
their own projects’ relation to human rights, especially the movements, legal activism, and cultural
works associated with rights-based struggles. !

!

References:!
Erni, John N. “Who Needs Human Rights: Cultural Studies and Public Institutions.” In Meaghan
Morris and Mette Hjort (eds.), Creativity and Academic Activism: Instituting Cultural Studies.
Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2012. 175-190.!
Coombe, Rosemary J. “Honing a critical cultural study of human rights,” Communication and Critical/
Cultural Studies 7(3), 2010. 230-246.!
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Pumla Dineo Gqola!
University of the Witwatersrand!
From #RhodesMustFall to #FeesMustFall!
In post-apartheid public discourse, the tag “born-free” derisively denotes a generation of South
Africans who were born or began school post-1994. Gaining currency over the last decade, this label
denotes not just a childhood free of apartheid restriction, but also presumably free of the burdens of
race. Depending on which political argument and/or election promises are being advanced, this
freedom from “the burdens of race” either translates into an investment in a colourblind present and
future, on the one hand, or insufficiently historicised political consciousness, sometimes just called
apathy, on the other. Such a dismissive attitude towards young people is nothing new, as seen in
previous generations ('76, “lost generation of the 80s,” kwaito/Y generation, etc). In this seminar, I
analyse key texts, moments and movements that have disrupted these flattened readings of the
“born-free” generation, including the non-fiction writing of the most prolific essayists of this
generation, among them Malaika wa Azania, TO Molefe, Eusebius McKaiser, Panashe Chigumadzi
and the successful strategies of the #RhodesMustFall and #FeesMustFall movements. What emerges
from the dynamism of these texts and movements is an impatience with the old logic of nonracialism, rights and reconciliation on which post-1994 South Africa is premised, in favour of radical,
decolonialist activism. I'm concerned here with how to make sense of the initial blatant hostility by
older left activists (in academia, social movements, the state, and journalism) to the political
expressions of the “born frees,” and even more so in the grammar of the strategies that have seen this
generation successfully contest the narrative, where this has been so slippery before.!

!

Pumla Dineo Gqola!
University of the Witwatersrand!
The “Problem of Gender” Post-Apartheid!
This seminar reads three sites through and against each other in order to build an argument for the
contested textures of the gender, sexuality and feminist activism in South Africa since 1994. Whereas
some commentators have repeatedly decried the absence of a woman's movement post-apartheid,
this seminar shows that such misdiagnoses invisibilise the proliferation of feminist movements
crafting strategies of feminist organizing radically different from women's mobilising under
apartheid. Consequently, the only women's formation wholly reliant on these established forms, the
ANC Women's League, is misread as representative of the women's movement. The first of the three
texts under analysis is the 2009 Innovative Women exhibition curated by Bongi Bengu, which
featured the work of ten Black feminist artists but which was slated by Min Lulu Xingwana, herself a
person with a record of gender-progressive activism, as “pornographic” and “divisive.” Through a
re-reading of the meaning of this moment, I move away from earlier feminist critiques of what was at
play in this episode, including some of my own earlier responses. The second is the Black lesbian
feminist led “die-in” strategy used to interrupt both the ANC Women's League March to reenact the
historic 1956 Women's March on the Union Buildings and the Joburg Pride Parade, in August and
October 2012 respectively. Although the organizations 1in9 and FEW have used “die-ins” before,
there is something especially instructive about these specific events. The third text is the remarkable
shift in the tenor of post-apartheid South African poetry, from a masculinist terrain that a handful of
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women populated, to mostly feminist women poets as the organizers, critically-acclaimed award
recipients, and face of SA poetry. This noteworthy shift's importance lies as much in the place of
poetry in the public imagination as it does in the strategies that have brought this shift about. These
three texts do not readily “speak” to each other, and allow analytical strategies that are attentive to
both reading the granularity of creative archive (rather than against the grain), and to how meaning
leaks, to use Gabeba Baderoon's formulations.!

!
Jonathan Jansen!
University of the Free State!
Complex Intimacies: race, romance and reprisal inside
university residences!
The Reitz scandal raised many questions about human entanglements after apartheid, including this:
can racism and intimacy co-exist? This paper examines the problems of race, racism and intimacy on
campuses through the lens of two powerful institutions—slavery and domestic labour. However,
rather than fixate on the dark side of intimacy this research asks a question progressive scholars
would rather avoid: what kinds of transformative relationships can and do emerge inside racist
institutions and the troubled engagements between white and black South African students as they
begin to live and learn and (yes) love together? !

!
Matt Jordan!
Penn State University!
Populism in the Age of Precarity: On the Necessity and
Fragility of Shared Purpose!
It is said that global culture has entered a post-political age in which pragmatic compromise and
technocratic neoliberal governmentality have replaced older modes of democratic governance.
Despite the ascendance of this new hegemony, populist politics have remained a remarkably durable
and effective feature of national politics. Nonetheless critics from the left and the right have
continued to warn of the precarious nature and occasional danger of populist mobilisation. This
seminar will examine the history of populism as an idea and work through the major proponents and
critics of populism today. We examine the paradoxical importance of populism as a means to
mobilise the people to resist the powerful forms of neoliberal governance that have led to dramatic
economic inequality and social precarity world-wide. Focusing on two forms of populist
identification, heterogeneous and homogeneous, we will interrogate potential strategies for finding
common ground and community through the important work of articulating shared purpose.!

!
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Matt Jordan!
Penn State University!
Preserving the Precarious Soundscape: The Paradox of Sonic
Mediation and Noise Cancellation !
With the release of each new communication technology in our increasingly digitised world,
consumer culture sells us the idea that our “smart” devices give us more control over our
environment, more ability to mitigate and mediate the sights and sounds that fill our life worlds. Yet
this neoliberal dream of a personalised sensorium, free from the intrusion of unwanted stimulation,
is not without its problems. In this seminar, we will follow the emergence of the idea of a mediated
and controlled soundscape as a desirable feature of everyday life. By examining a range of normative
claims from consumer discourse about noise and its relationship to hegemonic ideas of what it means
to live the good life, we will begin to question the utility of a sonic world devoid of precarious
sounds, an idea realised and reified in today’s “quiet” noise cancellation technology. We will engage
in a robust conversation about a normative ethics of listening, one that instead of controlling our
sensual world and sensitizing ourselves to the intrusion of the unwanted, opens our life world to the
unexpected and contingent.!

!
!

Jo Littler!
City University London!
Gender, “Race,” Class and the Meritocratic Deficit
The social movements of the 1970s threatened the political order with their claims for equality in
terms of gender, sexuality, “race” and class. Whilst some aspects of these demands have been met
(e.g. through anti-discrimination laws, gay marriage and equal pay acts) many others have clearly
not been, and new variants of misogyny, racism, homophobia and class disparagement have moved
into the ascendant. At the same time, neoliberal capitalism has not been backward in attempting to
commodify the impulses and desires of these social movements. In this seminar we will foreground
how what could be termed a “meritocratic deficit’” has continued to affect particular groups more
than others by discussing corporate populism, black entrepreneurialism and marketised feminism.
How exactly have these constituencies been positioned as particularly amenable to competitive
meritocratic discourses of “empowerment”? What collaborative alternatives exist or need to be
invented to supersede such marketised rhetoric? To what extent are progressive, political cooperative alternatives still dominated by white middle-class men?!

!

References:!
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Zethu Matebeni!
University of Cape Town!
Dying to be Queer: on being human and living in South
Africa
“To get justice, you have to die. That is the scenario” —Indira Jaising!
!
This seminar seeks to interrogate and unsettle the meanings of violence and death, particularly for
queer bodies in Africa. For many sexual and gender non-conforming persons in South Africa, as on
the continent, the idea of violence is an everyday reality. But what does this mean, especially in a
South African context where being a lesbian, gay or transgender person now is a protected right and
implies that one can be seen as human? What is being human when the possibility of violence, and
death, outweigh the opportunity to live? Engaging with these questions, in this seminar we will
revisit the brutal murders of 42 mostly black LGBT persons in South Africa that took place between
2005-2015. Utilising court records, archival material gathered mostly from activists, family members,
activist media, and participant observation, the seminar brings a lived experience to the notion of
dying. Through an empirical and theoretical exploration of queer theory and the notion of dying, the
seminar poses critical questions on methodologies of ended life; the limits of human rights
discourses; and the ways in which queer bodies have been rendered dead in South Africa, and by
extension in African contexts. The seminar works towards arguing and ensuring that black lesbians
and all black queer lives matter before they are dead; that justice should be an everyday reality for
the living, and not the domain of the dead.!

!

Susie O’Brien!
McMaster University!
What Do We (Not) Talk About When We Talk About
Climate Change?
In March, 2015 widespread media reports alleged that the Florida Department of Environmental
Protection had banned the use of the terms “climate change” and “global warming.” The revelation
provoked mockery and outrage. As University of Miami geologist Harold Wanless put it, “’It’s
beyond ludicrous to deny using the term climate change. It’s criminal at this point’”(McCoy). There
is indeed something ludicrous about climate change denial—particularly in Florida, where rising sea
levels have already caused significant damage. However there is a risk that, in focusing on the
problem of those who refuse to acknowledge the risks of climate change, we ignore those powerful
agencies who don’t just acknowledge, but embrace them. A growing number of companies, led by
Shell, along with governments (especially the US), tout their seriousness about climate change as
evidence of environmental responsibility, while they are busy leveraging present and future risks
posed by climate change into profits (Cooper, Funk). This seminar will move past the issue of climate
change denial to consider what is at stake in its recognition. To this end, we will consider such
questions as: what kinds of stories are circulating about climate change? What do they include and
leave out? And, perhaps most importantly, who lays claim to the places—and to the biosphere—that
these stories purport to describe (Klein)? To answer these questions we will examine texts including
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Shell scenario plans, Climate Corporation ads, and art and activist movements focused on climate
change.!

!

References:!
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!

Susie O’Brien!
McMaster University!
The Future We Want? The Uses and Dangers of Resilience
Stories!
In June 2012, world leaders and other delegates met in Rio de Janeiro for the UN “Rio + 20”
Conference on Sustainable Development. In addition to renewing and reaffirming goals established
in the 1992 Rio Earth Summit, their report, titled “The Future We Want,” contains frequent, sobering,
references to disasters, and the need to foster resilience in the face of their inevitability. The report’s
conclusions inform a series of videos on the UN website titled “Disaster Resilient Societies,” which
depicts individuals and cities that have recovered from, are in the process of recovering from, or are
working to forestall, disaster. In this seminar we will use the UN videos as a case study to consider
the currency of resilience as a key concept for thinking about life in the 21st century. Describing a
system’s capacity to retain its basic function and structure in the face of disturbance (Walker & Salt,
xiii), resilience has migrated from ecological science to fields of defence, healthcare, and education,
coming in the process to signify an essential capacity for individuals and communities to cultivate in
order to navigate an uncertain future. Many critics have highlighted the troubling resonance between
resilience and neoliberalism (Cooper, Zebrowski, Joseph, Evans and Reid). Others have noted its
amenability to feminist, postcolonial and environmentalist politics (Alaimo, Åsberg, O’Brien). In this
seminar, we will explore both the dangers and the opportunities resilience presents, remaining open
to the possibility raised by feminist and ecocritical scholar Stacey Alaimo that “something good may
surprise us.”!

!
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!
!

Mary O’Connor!
McMaster University!
Precarious Everyday Life
The goal of this seminar is to engage scholars in a critical practice of attending to everyday life, its
precarity and its potential for change. In everyday life theory, from Georg Simmel through Mass
Observation to contemporary Cultural Studies theorists, the objective has been, as Ben Highmore
writes, to “rescue the everyday from conventional habits of mind…to attempt to register the
everyday in ‘all’ its complexities and contradictions.” This seminar will look to specific theorists of
the everyday to identify ways in which to articulate the precarity of our time and ways of imagining
and practicing an everyday life in the future that challenges this precarity. Part of the work of the
seminar will be to imagine a project that might intervene in everyday life, leading to new knowledge
about the structures and the potential of the everyday. What kind of intervention into the everyday—
an alternative practice of the everyday (de Certeau)—might bring us new knowledge and new modes
of resistance? An analysis of everyday life does not limit itself to the realms of the individual, the
privatized, and the personal. It seeks to articulate the relation between the lived life and the
structural forces that shape those lives as precarious. And how might the interventions we imagine
be resistant to neoliberal demands for individual agency (Elliott), entrepreneurship and even
“creativity,” all the while finding and creating resistance?!

!
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!

Mary O’Connor!
McMaster University!
Precarious Futures in the Archive!
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“What isn’t an archive these days?” writes Rebecca Comay in her Introduction to Lost in the Archives.
And with convincing, anxious caution, she points out that, “In these memory-obsessed times—
haunted by the demands of history, overwhelmed by the dizzying possibilities of new technologies—
the archive presents itself as the ultimate horizon of experience.” There is violence in the archive, the
violent power of selecting and rejecting, of constructing the order of what will be knowable and what
will not (Derrida), an order that constructs the norms and realities we live (Sekula). With particular
attention to the technology of photography, we will ask how to read archives of everyday life as
archives of precarity, or how might an archive of everyday life acknowledge and resist precarity.
Jacques Derrida is explicit about the politics and power of the archive: “There is no political power
without control of the archive.” With attention to issues of memory and media technology, the
seminar will attend to the futurity of the archive: its calling out to future readers, its responsibility for
a future, its aspiration (Appadurai) but also its violence in prohibiting the telling of certain histories
in the future, and finally its potential for testimony where no testimony is deemed possible.!

!
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!
!

Gil Rodman!
University of Minnesota!
Why Cultural Studies?!
From the very beginning (regardless of where one believes that to have been), the range of work done
in the name of cultural studies has been too diverse to allow for simple and straightforward
definitions of the enterprise. While cultural studies isn’t completely unbounded, it also doesn’t have
a clearly identifiable center: there is no single object of study, body of theory, or methodological
paradigm that lies at the enterprise’s core. This seminar will engage the very old definitional
question from a relatively new angle: i.e., not by trying to pin down the “what” (or the “where” or
the “who”) of cultural studies, but by wrestling with the slipperier questions of “why.” Why do
people claim “cultural studies” (and not some other, more traditional disciplinary identity) as the
label for their work? Why did cultural studies’ earliest practitioners (at Birmingham and elsewhere)
make the specific choices (of research objects, theoretical frameworks, methodological approaches)
they did for their projects? Why does the cultural studies “brand” matter today? In the very limited
time available, of course, we will not be able to provide definitive, final answers to these questions.
But our discussion will hopefully help us come away with a richer understanding of what makes
cultural studies a unique and valuable approach to political and intellectual work.!

!
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Gil Rodman!
University of Minnesota!
The (In)Stability of Race!
Race is one of those “natural” categories of identity that people are socialized, almost from birth, to
recognize instantly and automatically. Of course, for a “natural” phenomenon, the ways that racial
categorization functions—what criteria are used to identify and sort people; how racial hierarchies
are organized; what economic, political, social, and cultural imbalances result from those hierarchies,
etc.—vary dramatically from one geopolitical and historical context to another. Enough so to
effectively undermine the notion that race is a natural phenomenon at all. Still, despite being a
socially constructed phenomenon, race has very real, material consequences—both locally and
globally—for the distribution of resources, justice, education, healthcare, and so on. This seminar
will examine the question of how race (and racial difference) is rendered visible in some contexts
(and invisible in others) as part of larger efforts to keep those unjust racial hierarchies in place.!

!
!

Kris Rutten!
Ghent University!
The Ethnographic Turn (Revisited): Practice-Led Artistic
Research for Precarious Futures!
Since the 1990s an increasing wave of challenging art events occurred that shows significant
similarities with anthropology and ethnography in its theorisations of cultural difference and
representational practices. At the same time, there has been growing interest in anthropology for
contemporary art that started from a problematisation of the different possible ways to communicate
ethnographic findings and insights. This interest has been referred to as the sensory turn in
anthropology and ethnographic research and is exemplified by anthropologists who are collaborating
with artists, by artists who are creating projects generating anthropological insights, and by art
projects that are produced as outcomes of ethnographic research. As Marcus and Meyers (1995: 1)
predicted: “Art has come to occupy a space long associated with anthropology, becoming one of the
main sites for tracking, representing, and performing the effects of difference in contemporary life.”!
!
In this seminar, we will focus on the ethnographic turn in art with a specific focus on practiceled research. We will address questions such as: What does it imply to create art in an age of so-called
“superdiversity”? How can art become a space for exploring the effects of difference in contemporary
life? How can art create a different “language” and “imagery” to problematise cultural differences
and to thematise precarious futures? We will discuss work from artists, theorists and researchers who
engage critically with the ethnographic perspective in their work and we will discuss to what extent
contextualization is relevant when dealing with the display of alterity, diversity and outsiderness.
The main focus is on discussions pertaining to the ethnographic turn but we will also reflect on
artistic practice-led research in a broader sense.!

!

References:!
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!

Susan Spearey!
Brock University!
Re-imagining Precarity!
One thread of Judith Butler’s work since Precarious Life has been an interrogation of discursive
practices that render invisible multifarious experiences of precarity in which we are all implicated
and to which we are always at least potentially subject, practices that often reproduce individualist
and communalist formulations of subjectivity and agency. Recently, Butler has argued that “when I
act ethically, I am undone as a bounded being. I come apart,” and that “neither consent nor
communitarianism will justify or delimit the range of obligations” subjects hold towards those who
are proximate as well as those at a distance, especially in circumstances of “up-againstness” or
“unwilled adjacency,” where probabilities of future violence abound. Similarly, in Slow Violence
(2011), Rob Nixon calls for a complication and recalibration of the rules of recognition according to
which vulnerability to violence might be conceived and acted upon. Where spectacular violence,
which is “highly visible,” “event focused, time bound and body bound” (3)—commands the
attention and elicits the responses of multiple and dispersed audiences, the media, activists and
policy makers alike, even as it serves the interests of militarised forms of “turbocapitalism”—Nixon
argues for a political, imaginative and theoretical rethinking of precarity that is attuned to the
“incremental and accretive,” “pervasive and elusive,” “attritional” and “exponential” forms of slow
violence, the effects of which operate as “threat multipliers,” are complex in terms of attribution of
causality, and are “dispersed across time and space” (3; 2; 3). This seminar investigates the
possibilities opened up by such re-imaginings of precarity, and how they might be mobilized,
especially in relation to considerations of intersectionality, intersubjectivity and affect.!

!
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Susan Spearey!
Brock University!
Addressing Precarity!
This seminar explores how texts that respond directly to contexts of heightened precarity experiment
with modes of address or solicitation in order potentially to precipitate realignments in the
understandings, as well as the lived practices, of community, solidarity, and ethical obligation on the
part of their respective—and spatio-temporally dispersed—audiences. Readings of key passages
from pertinent theoretical and artistic texts will trace recurrent critiques of (ostensibly) emancipatory
agendas that mobilize a politics of victimhood rooted in rigid identitarian categories through to the
summons to prospective audiences to explore affectively what Brian Massumi terms “the virtual copresence of potentials,” especially through readers’ encounters with these texts and with one another
(212). Included are Michael Rothberg’s critiques of the “zero-sum struggle” of competitive memory,
and his elaboration of the corrective methodology and practice of multidirectional memory (3);
Mamoud Mamdani’s critiques of “victor’s justice,” and his exploration of the possibilities afforded
by what he terms “survivor’s justice” (271; 272); Judith Butler’s critiques of responses to the 911
attacks that centre on the “narcissistic wound” dealt to the American psyche, and her exploration of
an alternative framework rooted in an experience of shared potential for precarity (7); Brian
Massumi’s critiques of future-oriented and outcome-based conceptions of hope and his re-orientation
of hope in the domain off affect; and Kelly Oliver’s critiques of attempts to bear witness to suffering
that focus too narrowly and too literally on “the what is said” of testimony and that ignore its
performative and inter-subjective dimensions and its calls to “response-ability” (91).!

!
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!

Shirley-Anne Tate!
University of Leeds!
Black-White Mixed Race Women’s Bodies and the Nation!
This seminar focuses on discussing the Black woman’s athletic body and its place in the nation
through looking at two British athletes—lighter skinned, Black/white “mixed race,” Jessica Ennis
MBE and darker skinned Jeanette Kwakye. The interest that their bodies hold for this seminar is
thinking through their very skin about how it is that “race” still matters for who can represent the
national Great Britain brand and become its global icon for the Olympic Games, as well as how
through branding racially ambiguous beauty can come to represent the nation even given continuing
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racism. In analysing this skin trade the chapter focuses on the continuing coloniality of “raced”
gender dynamics through the salience of skin colour that defines national identities in contemporary
“post-race” times. Why is it that skin shade still impacts on whose body can extend to the white
nation as proof of social change? Is the in-between of the binary “racial certainty/ambiguity” a tool
of selling the nation to itself as tolerant and multi-cultural? What does this “browning” of the nation
do in terms of whiteness as the beauty ideal? As a part of this discussion the seminar will look at the
nation as a brand and the continuing racial branding of bodies today.!

!

Shirley-Anne Tate!
University of Leeds!
Black Women Faculty in Predominantly White Universities!
This seminar will look at another arena for the precarious future of Black women’s bodies and also
Black feminist thought as Black Critical Race Theory (BCRT) within HEIs in terms of racist exclusion.
Black liberation thought is foundational for BCRT which is crucial for unpicking the operation of
white power in organizations as we struggle to identify racism’s invisible touch. That is, where to
touch is, to leave a discernible mark or effect through contact, to stir emotionally/affect the emotions,
to adjoin, to come up to, to treat briefly, to tinge, to be pertinent to. Black feminist critical race
conscious intellectual work in the academy is precariously positioned because post-race sensibilities
present us with slippages in which “race” no longer matters, racism does not exist and BCRT is not
theory whilst teaching on “race” and racism is mainstreamed and Black feminist thought is reduced
to sound-bites in Women’s and Gender Studies curricula. The relationality of distance and proximity
is at work here in always already knowing the other before perceiving her through body contact.
Racism is indeed so ordinary as to be transmitted through the flinching away from Black touch,
whether as theory or body contact, a movement away which even if slight contains within it a
moment of contempt/disgust. Such dirty affects are the basis of shaming encounters in which both
the racialized other and feminist BCRT are located as not quite right, without any word being
spoken. “As Fanon has so provocatively put it, black defiance to black dehumanization has been
historically constituted as madness or social deviance. Blackness and in specific form the black
[woman] thus function as the breakdown of reason which situates black [women’s] experience
ultimately in a seemingly nonrational category of faith” (Gordon, 1997: 5). This is the ordinariness of
racism where BCRT is aligned with the Black feminist body and theory so as to alienate it from the
academy and erase its decolonizing impetus.!

!
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Keyan G Tomaselli!
University of KwaZulu-Natal!
Theoretical Hoaxes and Article Stings: Cultural Studies’ Precarious
Futures!
Academia is subjected to hoaxes of all kinds. The most infamous was Piltdown Man that
disorientated archaeology for 50 years. In Cultural Studies, the hoax perpetrated by physicist Alan
Sokal is illustrative of partial denial. Science already has social, political and economic legitimation;
not so cultural studies or even the Humanities in general. The Humanities are seen by policy makers
as “soft” and therefore useless, not contributing much to scientific, social, technological and economic
development. What Sokal briefly dangled was a chimera of scientific legitimacy, a way that the
Humanities could get their just rewards (funding, recognition, promotion) by examining theory
rather than having to make better bombs (as do many scientists) or causing economic meltdown (as
do some economists and financial cowboys). In the process, however, some Humanities scholars have
developed a convoluted language that is impenetrable to those who don’t speak it.!
!
This session will teach students how to write postmodern and offer a five step method to
writing gibberish that will convince any willing examiner. It will also add to the precariousness of
cultural studies, but participants will have a lot of fun. The dangers of poor research will be
discussed with regard to retractions of published papers, stings on journals by forensic scholars and
the implications of these for academics.!

!

References:!
Morningstar, Chip. “How to Deconstruct Almost Anything. My Postmodern Adventure” 1993. Web.
http://www.fudco.com/chip/deconstr.htm.!
Sokal, Alan D. “Transgressing the Boundaries: Towards a Transformative Hermeneutics of Quantum
Gravity” Social Text 46/47,1996. 217-252.!
http://www.physics.nyu.edu/sokal/transgress_v2/transgress_v2_singlefile.html!
Sokal, Alan D. “A Physicist Experiments With Cultural Studies” Lingua Franca. May/June 1996. 62-64.!
http://www.physics.nyu.edu/faculty/sokal/lingua_franca_v4/lingua_franca_v4.html!
Tomaselli, Keyan G. “The UKZN Griot – Of Hoaxes and Parody,” UKZNdaba April 2011. 8. http://
ccms.ukzn.ac.za/files/articles/Griot/ukzndaba%20march%202011.pdf!

!

Keyan G Tomaselli!
University of KwaZulu-Natal!
Re-Africanizing Cultural Studies!
De-westernising cultural studies was the trendy term initially invoked by James Curran and Nick
Couldry. But what does it mean? Is “de-westernisation” just a simple transfer of Western methods
and theories to new under-reported contexts? (see Willems 2014). How well does this transfer adapt,
or get re-articulated into, local contexts, ontologies and paradigms? (Tomaselli and Mboti). More
effective is the term “de-colonising methodologies” (Smith) which got short shrift at the 2014
Birmingham CCCS50 conference. So, how does the non-West make sense? Why does the West make
non-sense of the non-West? What global structural conditions, for example, generated Cultural
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Studies in Africa? Why are these derivations marginalised as “area studies”? If the sub-altern are
expected to “speak” by Cultural Studies, why does this so rarely occur? “Western” approaches often
for us in the Global South are associated with auto-erotic textual pleasures known as WANXERS:
Western, Anglocentric, Normative, Xenophobic, Eurocentric, Rich, and Spoilt. This session connects
with a long-standing de-stabilising “de-centring Birmingham” debate (Wright; McNiel; Tomaselli)
and a series of discussions published in Critical Arts and Cultural Studies (2008, 22/2) on identity and
difference. In seeing value in the “precarious,” the workshop will engage in a “critical cut” that
fracture any notion of stability for cultural studies (see Chambers).!

!

References:!
Chambers, Iain, “Cultural Studies Under Mediterranean Skies.” Critical Arts 28.5. 2014. 871-874.
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02560046.2014.970816#.VOdNZnyUeVY!
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Routledge, 2000.!
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Critical Literacies.” International Journal of Cultural Studies 16.5, 2013: 443-456.!
Smith, Linda T. Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples. London: Zed Books, 1999.!
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02560046.2014.970816#.VOdNZnyUeVY!
Tomaselli, Keyan G. “Recovering Praxis: Cultural Studies in Africa.” European Journal of Cultural
Studies 1.3. 1998. 387-402.!
Tomaselli, Keyan G., and Nyasha Mboti. “‘Doing’ Cultural Studies: What is Literacy in the Age of the
Post?” International Journal of Cultural Studies, 16.5. September 2013. 521-537.!
Willems, Wendy. “Provincializing Hegemonic Histories of Media and Communication Studies:
Toward a Genealogy of Epistemic Resistance in Africa.” Communication Theory 24.4. November,
2014. 415-434.!
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/comt.12043/abstract!
Wright, Handel K. “Dare we de-centre Birmingham? Troubling the ‘Origin’ and Trajectories of
Cultural Studies.” European Journal of Cultural and Media Studies 1.1, 1998. 33-56.!
Also see also Handel Wright’s special issues: “Continental African Identity: Whose Diaspora?”!
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02560240285310111#preview!
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02560240385310021#.VOdBLXyUeVY!
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02560049985310021#.VOdBp3yUeVY!

!
!

Rainer Winter!
University of Klagenfurt!
The Critical Qualitative Inquiry of Cultural Studies!
We live in precarious times and expect precarious futures. From the beginning the project of cultural
studies has been obliged to ways of changing the world for the better, to hope and to emancipation.
Qualitative inquiry, social criticism and political intervention have closely been bound by the ideas of
resistance, of abolishing existing forms of injustice and of creating better ways of life. In my seminar I
want to discuss the different methods and methodologies of qualitative research in the
transdisciplinary field of cultural studies. Ethnography, autoethnography, performance studies and
different perspectives of textual and contextual perspectives are being presented and compared. I
will show how the different methods follow critical methodologies that reconstruct how personal
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experiences and troubles are connected with the power structures and forms of domination in late
capitalism. Qualitative inquiry can be a form of critical resistance against precarious futures in
neoliberal times.!

!

References:!
Denzin, Norman K. The Qualitative Manifesto. A Call to Arms. Walnut Creek, CA: Left Coast Press,
2010.!
Grossberg, Lawrence. Cultural Studies in the Future Tense. Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2010.!
Johnson, Richard, Deborah Chambers, Parvati Raghuram & Estella Tincknell (Eds.) The Practice of
Cultural Studies. London: Sage, 2004.!
Winter, Rainer. “Cultural Studies” In The Sage Handbook of Qualitative Data Analysis. Uwe Flick (Ed).
London: Sage, 2014. 247-261.!

!

Handel Kashope Wright!
University of British Columbia!
Identity Matters!
The title of this seminar is meant to simultaneously suggest both an exploration of the topic, the ways
and the extent to which identity matters and an assertion of an assumption that may have become a
presumption, namely that sociocultural identity matters. From identity politics through diversity to
the politics of difference, from critical race theory to multicultural national social policy to queer
sociology and philosophy, from feminist pedagogy to indigenous research paradigms, from
essentialist through anti-essentialist to strategic essentialism and anti-anti-essentialism approaches
and conceptions, identity and identity based discourses appear ubiquitous and hence virtually
indispensable in academic disciplines and work, political, social and cultural organization, and
activism for representation and social and global justice. On the other hand, some figures have given
us pause and pointed to the limit, especially of identity politics: identity, Zygmunt Bauman asserts, is
neither natural nor essential but a relatively recent construction (and indulgence?); Stuart Hall has
much to say about identity (and the related and for him preferred concept of identification) but he
does not necessarily take it up as given nor as absolutely and universally essential, asking instead
“Who needs identity?” and when it comes to the work identity politics does, Larry Grossberg has
asked, “is that all there is?” In this seminar we will explore identities—ours and others’ and whether
identity is useful and if so for what purposes and to what extent and when and why we utilize it and
in some cases even eschew it, deciding that “identity is no longer my love object.”!

!

References:!
Read 2 essays— Hall and either Wright OR Lan:!
Hall, S. “Who needs ‘identity?’” in Stuart Hall & Paul du Gay (eds.) Questions of cultural Identity.
London: Sage, 1996.!
Wright, H.K. “Stuart Hall’s Relevance for the Study of African Blackness” International Journal of
Cultural Studies, 19 (1) (in press, 2016). 85-99.!
Lan, P-C. “‘They have more money but I speak better English!’ Transnational encounters between
Filipina domestics and Taiwanese employers” Identities: Global Studies in Culture and Power, 10.
2003. 133-161.
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Fan Yang!
University of Maryland!
China and/in Globalization!
China’s re-integration into the global economy since the late 1970s has generated divergent
speculations on its role in shaping the world’s geopolitical and ecological futures. This seminar
invites participants from wide-ranging backgrounds to consider China’s complex relationship with
and ongoing engagement in contemporary globalization. Not only do we ask what a cultural studies
approach might offer in deepening our understanding of “China’s rise,” we also seek to mobilize
“China” as an impetus for further globalizing cultural studies. How, for instance, should the field’s
long-standing critique of capitalism and its neoliberal configuration respond to the discourses and
practices of “socialism with Chinese characteristics” (Dirlik; Lin; Zhang and Ong)? How may China’s
historical experience of Maoism, Third-Worldism and revolution continue to inform political
struggles inside and outside of China (Liu; Frazier)? How can the field’s ongoing concern of class,
race, gender, and national differences shed light on the newfound visibility of a non-Western nationstate widely perceived to be contending with the U.S. for global hegemony?!
!
Since this is the first time that the ACS Institute is held in Africa/Global South, the question of
China and/in globalization is of particular pertinence. The growing involvement of the Chinese state
and Chinese migrants on the continent has received increased global media attention (e.g. French).
How may this involvement be understood beyond the (simplistic) characterization of neoimperialism (Lee)? What relations of power may continue to offset the (optimistic) vision for China to
promote a grand economic convergence between the West and the rest (Arrighi)? By critically
reflecting on these and other issues, this seminar aims to encourage more imaginative re-thinking of
China’s relationship to global futures.!

!

References:!
Arrighi, Giovanni. Adam Smith in Beijing: Lineages of the Twenty-First Century. London/New York:
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the Chinese Experience: Issues in Contemporary Chinese Socialism. Arif Dirlik and Maurice J.
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Frazier, Robeson. The East is Black: Cold War China in the Black Radical Imagination. Durham, NC: Duke
University Press, 2015.!
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edition. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2014.!
Lee, Ching Kwan. “The Spectre of Global China,” New Left Review 89.II. October, 2014. 28-65.!
Lin, Chun. The Transformation of Chinese Socialism. Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2006.!
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KEYNOTE AND FACULTY BIOS!

!

Nadine Attewell, McMaster University!
Nadine Attewell is an Associate Professor in the Department of English and Cultural Studies at
McMaster University. A scholar of empire, identity, and intimate life, she works in and across a
diverse set of fields that includes twentieth-century British studies; Asian and Asian diasporic
studies; postcolonial, Indigenous, and settler colonial studies; and gender and sexuality studies.
Published in 2014, her first book, Better Britons: Reproduction, National Identity, and the Afterlife of
Empire (University of Toronto Press), reflects on the centrality of reproduction to postimperial projects
of governance and nation-building through readings of twentieth-century literature and policy from
Australia, Britain, and New Zealand. She is currently at work on a second book project, entitled
Archives of Intimacy: Racial Mixing and Asian Lives in the Colonial Port City, for which she received a
major grant from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada in 2015.!

!

Jean Comaroff, Harvard University!
Jean Comaroff is the Alfred North Whitehead Professor of African and African American Studies and
Anthropology, and Oppenheimer Research Fellow at Harvard University. She was educated at the
University of Cape Town and the London School of Economics. After a spell as research fellow in
medical Anthropology at the University of Manchester, she moved to the University of Chicago,
where she remained until 2012 as the Bernard E. and Ellen C. Sunny Distinguished Service Professor
of Anthropology, and Director of the Chicago Center for Contemporary Theory. She is also Honorary
Professor at the University of Cape Town. Her research, primarily conducted in southern Africa, has
centered on the making and unmaking of colonial society, the nature of the postcolony, and the late
modern world as viewed from the global South. Her writing has covered a range of topics, from
religion, medicine and body politics to state formation, crime, democracy and difference. Her
publications include Body of Power, Spirit of Resistance: the Culture and History of a South African People
(1985), “Beyond the Politics of Bare Life: AIDS and the Global Order” (2007); and, with John L.
Comaroff, Of Revelation and Revolution (vols. l [1991] and ll [1997]); Ethnography and the Historical
Imagination (1992); Millennial Capitalism and the Culture of Neoliberalism (2000), Law and Disorder in the
Postcolony (2006), Ethnicity, Inc. (2009), and Theory from the South, or How Euro-America is Evolving
Toward Africa (2011). !

!

John Nguyet Erni, Hong Kong Baptist University!
John Nguyet Erni is Chair and Professor in Humanities and Head of the Department of Humanities
& Creative Writing at Hong Kong Baptist University. Previously, he taught in the Department of
Cultural Studies at Lingnan University in Hong Kong, and served as Head of that Department in
2010-13. A former recipient of the Rockefeller Humanities Research Fellowship, he worked at
Columbia University’s School of Public Health in the Program on Gender, Sexuality, Health, and
Human Rights. He is also an elected Fellow and Member of the Executive of the Hong Kong
Academy of the Humanities. He has published widely on international and Asia-based cultural
studies, human rights legal criticism, Chinese consumption of transnational culture, gender and
sexuality in media culture, youth popular consumption in Hong Kong and Asia, and critical public
health. His books include (In)visible Colors: Images of Non-Chinese in Hong Kong Cinema – A
Filmography, 1970s – 2010s (with Louis Ho, Cinezin Press, forthcoming in 2016); Visuality, Emotions,
and Minority Culture (forthcoming in 2016, Springer); Understanding South Asian Minorities in Hong
Kong (with Lisa Leung, HKUP, 2014); Cultural Studies of Rights: Critical Articulations (Routledge, 2011);
Internationalizing Cultural Studies: An Anthology (with Ackbar Abbas, Blackwell, 2005); Asian Media
Studies: The Politics of Subjectivities (with Siew Keng Chua, Blackwell, 2005); and Unstable Frontiers:
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Technomedicine and the Cultural Politics of “Curing” AIDS (Minnesota, 1994). Currently, he is
completing a book project on the legal modernity of rights.!

!

Pumla Dineo Gqola, the University of the Witwatersrand!
Pumla Dineo Gqola is Professor in the Department of African Literature at the University of the
Witwatersrand. She is the author of What is Slavery to Me? Postcolonial/Slave Memory in PostApartheid
South Africa (2010), the first full-length study of slave memory in the South African context; A
Renegade Called Simphiwe (2013) and Rape: A South African Nightmare (2015), as well as the co-editor of
Discourses on Power, Discourses on Oppression (2002). Gqola has published extensively on slave
memory in the African world, Black Consciousness literature, womanism and feminist literary
studies, post-colonialism, post-apartheid public culture, and African feminist sexualities.!

!

Jonathan Jansen, University of the Free State!
Jonathan Jansen is Vice Chancellor and Rector of the University of the Free State and President of the
South African Institute of Race Relations. He holds a PhD from Stanford University, the MS degree
from Cornell University, and honorary doctorates of education from the University of Edinburgh
(Scotland) and Cleveland State University (USA). He is a Fellow of the American Educational
Research Association and a Fellow of the Academy of Science of the Developing World. His book
Knowledge in the Blood: Confronting Race and the Apartheid Past (Stanford 2009) was listed as one of the
best books of that year by the American Libraries Association. His new book, Schools That Work, uses
video-documentaries to capture what happens inside disadvantaged schools which nevertheless
produce the best results in physical science and mathematics in South Africa; this book has been sent
to every high school in the country. He also writes popular books like Great South African Teachers
(with two students), We Need to Talk, and We Need to Act (2013); and is a columnist for The Times. In
2013 he was awarded the Education Africa Lifetime Achiever Award in New York and the Spendlove
Award from the University of California for his contributions to tolerance, democracy and human
rights. In May 2014 he received an honorary doctor of letters degree at the University of Vermont
and recently Knowledge in the Blood also won the Nayef Al Rodhan Prize, the largest award from the
British Academy for the Social Science and Humanities, for its contribution to scholarly excellence
and transcultural understanding. His latest book, Leading for Change: Race, Intimacy and Leadership on
Divided University Campuses, has just been released by Routledge; and next year he plans to publish a
new book called Race, Romance and Reprisal among University Students.!

Matt Jordan, Pennsylvania State University!
Matt Jordan is Associate Professor of Media Studies at the Pennsylvania State University, USA. At
PSU, he is co-director of the Social Thought Program, and sits on the advisory board for the Center
for Humanities and Information and the Digital Culture and Media Initiative. He writes and teaches
on how popular culture and media technology are used to generate ideology and regimes of
management in everyday life. Having recently written on such topics as “Le Jazz: Jazz and French
Cultural Identity” (2010), “Obama’s Ipod: Popular Music and the Perils of Post-Political Populism” in
Popular Communication (2013) and “Canned Music and Captive Audiences: The Battle over Public
Soundspace at Grand Central Terminal and the Emergence of the New Sound” in The Communication
Review (2014), he is now finishing a monograph entitled Signaling through the Soundscape: The
Crescendo and Decrescendo of the Klaxon Automobile Horn.!

!

Jo Littler, City University London!
Jo Littler works in the department of Culture and Creative Industries at City University London,
UK. She is currently writing a book titled Against Meritocracy and is the author of Radical
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Consumption: Shopping for Change in Consumer Culture (Open University Press, 2009). She has edited
and co-edited a range of publications, including, with Roshi Naidoo The Politics of Heritage: the legacies
of “race,” (Routledge, Comedia, 2005) and with Sam Binkley, Anti-consumerism and cultural studies
(Cultural Studies 22:5 2008/Routledge 2011). She is currently co-editing an anniversary issue of
Feminist Media Studies on “An Intergenerational Feminist Media Studies: Conflicts and connectivities”
with Jessalyn Keller and Alison Winch, and an issue of Environmental Communication on “Spectacular
Environmentalism” with Max Boykoff, Dan Brockington and Mike Goodman. She is on the editorial
boards of Soundings, Cultural Studies, Celebrity Studies and Triple C. !

!

Zethu Matebeni, University of Cape Town!
Zethu Matebeni convenes the "Queer in Africa" series at the University of Cape Town. A social justice
activist and researcher, Zethu's work interrogates notions of black queerness, sexualities, gender
diversities, HIV/AIDS, cities and public spaces and photography in Africa. Zethu is the curator/
editor of "Reclaiming Afrikan: queer perspectives on sexual and gender identities,” "Jo'burg
TRACKS: Sexuality in the City"; producer and director of "Breaking out of the box: stories of black
South African lesbians"; and has published numerous journal articles and book chapters. !

!

Susie O’Brien, McMaster University!
Susie O’Brien is an Associate Professor in the Department of English and Cultural Studies at
McMaster University, where her research and teaching focus on postcolonial and environmental
literary and cultural studies. Her publications, on subjects including postcolonial literature, slow and
local food movements, scenario planning and the temporality of globalization, have appeared in
journals such as Cultural Critique, Interventions: International Journal of Postcolonial Studies, Postcolonial
Text, Modern Fiction Studies, Mosaic, Canadian Literature, South Atlantic Quarterly, Review of Education,
Pedagogy and Cultural Studies. She also co-authored, with Imre Szeman, Popular Culture: A User's Guide
(3rd edition, 2013). She is currently working on a monograph tentatively titled Surprise! The Power and
Vulnerability of Resilience Stories.!

!

Mary O’Connor, McMaster University!
Mary O’Connor is Professor and Acting Chair, Department of English and Cultural Studies,
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. She teaches in the areas of Cultural Studies, visual
culture, American Literature and Modernism. Her research has lately focused on the archive and
everyday life, and includes an exhibition by that name at the Ontario Science Centre, an article
published in Collections, a co-authored (with Katherine Tweedie) interdisciplinary study of the life
and work of the Canadian photographer Margaret Watkins: Seduced by Modernity: The Photography of
Margaret Watkins (MQUP, 2007), and conference papers on photographers Taryn Simon and Vanessa
Winship. She has published on women’s life-writing in the seventeenth century (e.g.
“Representations of Intimacy in the Life Writing of Anne Clifford and Anne Dormer” [Representations
of the Self from the Renaissance to Romanticism, Cambridge UP, 2000], and “Interpreting Woman Abuse
in the Seventeenth-Century Writing: The Case of Anne Dormer" [Quidditas, 2002]; on AfricanAmerican women writers: Zora Neale Hurston, Alice Walker, Gloria Naylor and Ntozake Shange;
and on modernists Gertrude Stein and T.S. Eliot). She has also published in the field of women’s
health and participatory action research: Women’s Voices in Health Promotion (Canadian Scholar’s
Press, 1999) and a narratives project with The Grassroots Women’s Collective, Voicing Our Stories/
Remaking Our Lives: Women Speak Out (Second Story Press, 1999).!

!

Gil Rodman, University of Minnesota!
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Gil Rodman is Associate Professor of Communication Studies at the University of Minnesota, USA.
He is the author of Why Cultural Studies? (Wiley Blackwell, 2015), Elvis After Elvis (Routledge, 1996),
editor of The Race and Media Reader (Routledge, 2014), and co-editor of Race in Cyberspace (Routledge,
2000). He is currently working on two book projects: an introduction to the work of Stuart Hall, and a
racial history of copyright in the USA. He is also currently the Chair of the Association for Cultural
Studies.!

!

Kris Rutten, Ghent University!
Kris is currently working as a post-doctoral researcher at the Department of Educational Studies of
Ghent University. His main research interests are (new) rhetoric, cultural studies, literacy studies,
educational theory and arts education. He received the KBS Emerging Scholar Award at the 9th
triennial conference of the Kenneth Burke Society (St. Louis, July 2014). Kris was a visiting scholar at
the Department of Education of the University of Bath (January 2009), at the Centre for Culture,
Identity and Education of the University of British Columbia (November-December 2010), at the
School of Education/Laboratory for Educational Theory of the University of Stirling (JanuaryFebruary 2012) and at the Institute of Education and Society of the University of Luxemburg
(January-February 2014). He has been conducting workshops on Qualitative Research Methods in
Mozambique, South Africa and Ecuador, and is a member of the Executive Board of the Rhetoric
Society of Europe.!

!

Susan Spearey, Brock University!
Susan Spearey teaches in the English Department, the Interdisciplinary MA in Social Justice and
Equity Studies, and the Interdisciplinary Humanities PhD program at Brock University. Her research
focuses on post conflict literatures, postcolonial studies, pedagogies of witnessing, trauma studies,
and the role of art and culture in advancing transitional justice. She has published in Postcolonial Text,
Literature & Medicine, Journal of Commonwealth Literature and a number of edited collections.!

!

Shirley Anne Tate, University of Leeds!
Shirley Anne Tate is Associate Professor in Race and Culture and Director of the Centre for Ethnicity
and Racism Studies in the School of Sociology and Social Policy at the University of Leeds, UK and
Visiting Professor and Research Fellow in the Institute for Reconciliation and Social Justice,
University of the Free State, South Africa. Her area of research is Black diaspora studies broadly
and her research interests are institutional racism, the body, affect, beauty, “race,” performativity
and Caribbean decolonial studies, especially paying attention to the intersections of “race” and
gender. She has written widely on these topics, including: Black Skins, Blacks Masks: Hybridity,
Dialogism, Performativity (2005); Black Beauty: Aesthetics, Stylization, Politics (2009); Black Women's
Bodies and the Nation: Race, Gender and Culture (2015); Caribbean Racisms: Connections and Complexities in
the Racialization of the Caribbean Region (2015 co-written with Ian Law); and Creolizing Europe: Legacies
and Transformations (2015 co-edited with Encarnacíon Gutíerrez Rodríguez).!

!

Keyan G Tomaselli, University of Johannesburg!
Keyan G Tomaselli is a contrarian who has both adopted and questioned cultural studies as boon and
bane. He is editor of Critical Arts: South-North Cultural Studies and co-editor of Journal of African
Cinemas. He is author of The Cinema of Apartheid and Encountering Modernity: 20th Century South
African Cinemas and Appropriating Images: The Semiotics of Visual Representation. He is Distinguished
Professor at the University of Johannesburg and a Professor Emeritus at the University of KwaZuluNatal where he was for 29 years the director of The Centre for Communication, Media and Society.
His most recent book is Cultural Tourism: Rethinking Indigeneity, in which he and his colleagues have
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de-colonised methodologies and indigenised theory. They have the scars to show for their destabilisation of conventional approaches.!

!

Rainer Winter, University of Klagenfurt!
Rainer Winter is full professor of media and cultural theory and head of the institute of media and
communication studies at Klagenfurt University in Austria. In 2010 he was guest professor at Capital
Normal University in Beijing and at Shanghai International Studies University. Since 2011 he has
been (honorary) adjunct professor at Charles Sturt University in Sydney. He has published as
(co)author and (co)editor more than 30 books. Since 2001 he has been the editor of the book series
Cultural Studies (Bielefeld, Germany: transcript) with more than 40 books.!

!

Handel Kashope Wright, University of British Columbia!
Handel Kashope Wright has variously been Canada Research Chair of Comparative Cultural Studies
and David Lam Chair of Multicultural Education and is currently Professor and Director at the
Centre for Culture, Identity and Education, University of British Columbia. He is co-editor of African
and Diasporic Cultural Studies (University of Toronto Press book series), associate editor of Critical Arts
and editorial board member of International Journal of Cultural Studies, European Journal of Cultural
Studies and Postcolonial Studies in Education. He has published extensively on Africana cultural
studies, cultural studies of education, multiculturalism and its alternatives, and qualitative research.
He is the author of A Prescience of African Cultural Studies (Peter Lang, 2004) and his recent
publications include the co-edited books Africa, Cultural Studies and Difference (Routledge, 2011);
Cultural Studies of Transnationalism (Routledge, 2012); Precarious International Multicultural Education
(Sense, 2012) and The Promised Land: History and Historiography of the Black Experience (University of
Toronto, 2014).!

!

Fan Yang, University of Maryland!
Fan Yang is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Media and Communication Studies at the
University of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC). Her work on China, cultural studies, and
globalization has appeared in Theory, Culture & Society, New Media & Society, Quarterly Review of Film
and Video, positions: asia critique (forthcoming), antiTHESIS, Flow TV and Public. Her first book, Faked
in China: Nation Branding, Counterfeit Culture, and Globalization, will be published by Indiana
University Press in 2016. She is also at work on a new project, tentatively titled Chimerica: A
Transnational Cultural Production, which examines the cultural work performed by the imaginary
amalgamation of China and America in contemporary media. Yang obtained her Ph.D. in Cultural
Studies from George Mason University, where she was the recipient of a High Potential Fellowship.
She also holds an MA from the Ohio State University and a BA from Fudan University, Shanghai.!

!
!

!
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SOCIAL ACTIVITIES!

!

Monday, December 7th !
!
19:00-21:00 ! Welcome Reception and Dinner!
!
!
!
Foyer of the New Education Building (NEB)!

!

Tuesday, December 8th !
!
16:00- 21:00 ! Campus Sculpture Walk, followed by Dinner and Evening at!
!
!
!
Oliewenhuis Art Museum!

!

Wednesday, December 9th!
!
19:00-21:00! Dinner and Drinks at No. 16 Stoep and Beer Garden (Westdene)!

!

Thursday, December 10th!
!
19:00-21:00 ! Film Screening: Miners Shot Down. (2024) Dir. Rehad Desai!
!
!
!
Followed by a discussion with someone from the film-making team!
!
!
!
Preceded by light dinner served in the foyer of the auditorium!

!

Friday, December 11th!
!
19:00 - 21:00! Farewell Dinner and Party at the Centenary Complex!

!

Saturday, December 12th!
Join us on an urban tour of Mangaung/ Bloemfontein, followed by a trip to a local sheep farm
in the Free State countryside.!

!

Mangaung (place of the cheetahs) plays host to an unusual mix of cultural, linguistic and
political histories. The first part of our day will comprise a guided tour through some of these
histories. We will start with a visit to the Franklin Game Reserve on Naval Hill, currently the
only game reserve in the world to be located in an urban centre. Here we will visit the statue
of Nelson Mandela, where we are offered panoramic views of the city. We then proceed to the
Waaihoek memorial, where the African National Congress was founded, and are taken to
Thomas Mapikela house, Dirageteng (place of curtains) and the Free State Youth Martyrs
memorial in Batho township. From here, we visit the Woman’s War memorial,
commemorating the South African war (1899-1902), after which we take a journey through St.
Georges and President Brand streets in the heart of the city, stopping at historical landmarks
such as the First Raadsaal, the Supreme Court of Appeal, the Old Presidency and the Anglican
cathedral.!

!

In the afternoon we drive out to a Merino sheep farm located roughly 35 km south of
Bloemfontein. Here we do a short guided hike through the Free State countryside before being
treated to a gourmet meal showcasing the best of regional cuisine.!

!
The cost for the bus, guided tour, lunch and supper is EUR 50 per person.!
!
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!

NOTES:!

!
!
!
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!

USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS!

!
!
!
!

Bloemfontein Taxi services:!
!
Bloem Taxi 0723499738!
!
BVK Taxi 0764598811!

!
!
!

Airport Shuttle Services:!
!
Mangaung Excellent Shuttle (Margaret 0783637656)!
!
Phalima Shuttle Services (Colin 0825751549)!

!
!
!

Bus service (e.g. to/from Johannesburg):!
!
Citibug +27 13 753 3392 (http://www.citybug.co.za/)!
!
Intercape Sleepliner +27 (0)21 380 4400 (http://www.intercape.co.za/)!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Protection Services, Bloemfontein Campus: +27(0)51 401 2911/2634!
Kovsie Inn: +27 (0)51 401 7775 !
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